Sign of Leser-Trélat is a rare paraneoplastic cutaneous manifestation, characterized by the sudden appearance and rapid increase in size and number of seborrheic keratoses, accompanied by pruritus. Edmund Leser and Ulysse Trélat described this sign in 1890. Since their first description, their conclusions have been considered controversial and some authors assert the absence of a causal link. It seems to be frequently associated with solid tumors and in particular gastrointestinal cancer. Here, we describe a new case associated with a cutaneous T-cell lymphoma and a partial response to extracorporeal photopheresis. 
chest, and thighs. Inguinal lymphadenopathy was present. CT scan showed multiple lymph node enlargements. A few Sézary cells were detected in the peripheral blood. A new skin biopsy performed on a lesion located on the back showed a dense dermal atypical lymphocytic infiltrate with epidermotropism, which was consistent with mycosis fungoides (MF). He was treated in our department with topical steroids and extracorporeal photopheresis. After 2 cycles, the patient described new multiple axillary pruritic papillary papules (Fig. 1) . Differ- ential diagnosis was seborrheic keratoses, warts, and molluscum fibrosum. We confirmed the rapid development of seborrheic keratoses by performing a dermoscopy (Fig. 2 ) and a biopsy (Fig. 3) . The diagnosis of MF with the sign of Leser-Trélat was made. Finally, after 6 months of extracorporeal photopheresis, we observed an improvement of the erythroderma and the number of seborrheic keratoses (Fig. 4) . 
Discussion
Sign of Leser-Trélat is a rare paraneoplastic cutaneous manifestation, characterized by the sudden appearance and rapid increase in size and number of seborrheic keratoses, accompanied by pruritus [1] . Edmund Leser and Ulysse Trélat described this sign in 1890. Since their first description, their conclusions have been considered controversial and some authors assert the absence of a causal link [2] . It seems to be frequently associated with solid tumors and in particular gastrointestinal cancer [1, 3, 4] . In our case, unfortunately the patient refused the intestinal endoscopy but the CT scan was normal.
A few cases of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma associated with eruptive seborrheic keratoses have been reported [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] . Systemic lymphoma and leukemia were also associated with this manifestation in a recent review of the literature [9] . In addition to a simple association between seborrheic keratoses and MF, we observed in our case a modification during the beginning of photopheresis and then during subsequent cycles. This observation may suggest a link between these two entities and could imply that treatment could have a direct or indirect impact on seborrheic keratoses. One case of Sézary syndrome associated with this manifestation was reported with concomitant improvement after photopheresis [10] .
The pathophysiology of the sign of Leser-Trélat remains unknown, and we did not observe a significant modification using dermoscopy and histopathology. In our case, we observed a steroid skin atrophy, an aging skin, previous seborrheic keratoses, a chronic skin inflammation, and a skin lymphoma. The dermoscopy showed several fissures showing a typical cerebriform aspect. Histopathological analysis of the lesion revealed a typical aspect of seborrheic keratosis associated with a dermal infiltrate corresponding to MF. Furthermore, we did not find any human papillomavirus virus (HPV) in the lesion after performing a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) research. Previous studies suggest that HPV could be a causative agent of seborrheic keratosis, more often in the genital location. However, this hypothesis remains controversial. Some authors suggest that genital seborrheic keratoses are similar to condylomata acuminata [11] . In a Korean review of 40 cases of nongenital seborrheic keratoses, among the types 6/11, 31 and 33, none showed any HPV [12] . After a research in Medline via PubMed, we did not find any study about HPV and the sign of Leser-Trélat. Finally, our observation does not corroborate a viral mechanism to explain the sign even in an immunosuppressed patient.
In conclusion, even if the sign of Leser-Trélat remains controversial, this case seems to show a strong correlation between his lymphoma and sudden eruptive pruritic seborrheic keratoses. Neither dermoscopy nor histopathology allow to distinguish a simple seborrheic keratosis and a neoplasia-associated seborrheic keratosis. A careful regular skin examination is required for such fragile patients.
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